Abstract-This paper presents a novel model to detect and correct Single Event Upsets in on-board implementations of the AES algorithm, which is based on Hamming error correcting code. The encrypted satellite data can get corrupted before reaching the ground station due to various faults. One major source of faults is the harsh radiation environment, Therefore any electronic systems used on-board satellites such as processors, memories etc. are very susceptible to faults induced by radiation. Single Even Upset (SEU) faults can occur on-board during encryption due to radiation. A detailed analysis of the effect of SEUs on the imaging data during on-board encryption using the modes of AES is carried out. Faults in the data can also occur during transmission to the ground station due to noisy transmission channels. In this paper the impact of these faults on the data is discussed and compared for all the five modes of AES. From five modes of AES, CRT mode is selected to encrypt satellite video and image links. A detailed analysis of the effect of SEUs on the imaging data during on-board encryption using the modes of AES is carried out.
I. INTRODUCTION
Earth Observation (EO) satellites observe the Earth by taking images with smart imaging sensors (cameras) on-board to be used in monitoring the environment, disasters, vegetation, map marking, urban planning etc. The on-board imaging cameras are becoming more and more sophisticated with a wide range of spectral band cameras to observe vegetation, thermal variations of Earth's atmosphere etc and sub-meter resolution cameras to capture the scenery with more details [1] . As the sensitive and valuable information available through satellite images is growing the security concern to these images is also growing [1] , [2] . Latest unauthorized intrusions into satellite networks to access satellite data have proved that satellite data is vulnerable to hacking threats. Satellite data can be secured by applying cryptographic protection means to the data on board. Usually, satellite links model with an AWGN channel [3] , [4] .
Encryption, by far the most widely adopted cryptographic protection in terrestrial networks, is the conventional solution to protect the satellite data from unauthorized users. At present, more and more EO satellites are equipped with on-board encryption to protect the data transmitted to the ground station [5] . The encryption algorithms used in present satellite missions are typically proprietary or outdated algorithms like DES rather than algorithms based on the latest encryption standards [6] .
The Rijndael algorithm approved as the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) by the US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in October 2000 is being adopted by many organizations across the world [6] . It is used across a wide range of platforms ranging from smart cards to big servers because of its simplicity, flexibility, easiness of implementation and high throughput. Therefore, the AES is well suited for resource constraint platforms like on-board small satellites [7] , [8] .
In most EO satellites high throughput encryption processing is required to cover high data rate transmissions. This requirement can be easily met by present implementations of AES [9] , [10] , which have achieved a throughput ranging from few Mbps to Gbps. However in addition to high throughput, fault detection and tolerance is very important particularly in satellites. Because if faulty data is transmitted to the ground station, the user's request for data re-transmission has to wait until the next satellite revisit period, with revisit time varying from a couple of hours to weeks.
The satellite data can get corrupted due to various faults. The two major sources of faults are: (1) faults that occur during the encryption and (2) faults during the transmission. Satellites operate in harsh radiation environment consequently any electronic system used on-board including the encryption processor is susceptible to radiation-induced faults. Most of the faults that occur in satellite on-board electronic devices are radiation induced single bit flips called single event upsets (SEU) [9] . SEUs can corrupt the data during on-board encryption. The other source of faults is noise in the transmission channel. Satellite data can get corrupted during transmission to ground due to this noise.
Satellites operate in a harsh radiation environment and the interaction of such radiation with electronic systems used on-board, such as processors, memories etc., can cause failure, degradation or malfunctioning in their performance. Even a single fault during the encryption process can propagate as many faults in the final encrypted data and can corrupt the whole data from the point where fault has occurred [8] . Various methods have been proposed for fault detection of AES, which are mainly aimed at avoiding cryptanalysis of AES by injection of faults [6] , [10] .
Only fault detection is not enough for space applications [8] . SEUs are soft temporary faults and correcting them can restore the normal operation.
SEUs must be detected and corrected on board before sending the data to ground to avoid redundant transmission and use of erroneous data. The Triple modular redundancy (TMR) technique is one of the most widely used redundancy based SEU mitigation technique in satellites. A TMR design consists of three identical modules, which are connected by a majority voting circuit to determine the output [11] . However, with the TMR technique the area and power overheads triplicate in comparison with the original module. This paper presents a novel fault tolerant model for the AES algorithm aimed at mitigation of radiation induced SEUs on board satellites, which features a reduced hardware overhead.
In this paper we at first describe encryption by CRT mode of AES and then the proposed fault tolerant model of AES and its implementation is discussed. The advantages of FPGAs such as flexibility of design, shorter time-to-market, lower cost, remote configurability etc., make them suitable for use in small satellite on-board systems. The overhead caused by the error detection and correction model is also calculated and discussed.
II. ENCRYPT SATELLITE LINKS BY CRT MODE OF AES
The AES is a symmetric key algorithm, in which both the sender and the receiver use a single key for encryption and decryption. The standard defines the block length to 128 bits, and supports key lengths of 128, 192 or 256 bits [5] . The AES is an iterative algorithm and each iteration is called a round. The total number of rounds (Nr) The Sub Bytes transformation is a non-linear byte substitution, operating on each byte of the state matrix independently. This transformation can be calculated on the fly for each state byte. Alternatively, the Sub Bytes transformation is computed in advance and the results are stored in a look-up table (LUT) of 28 (= 256) elements called S-Box (SRD) table. Shift Rows cyclically left shifts the last three rows of the state by 1, 2 and 3 bytes respectively.
Mix Columns transforms every column in the state by multiplying it with a predefined polynomial [2] , [3] , [11] . Finally, the Add Round Key transformation adds the expanded round key to the state by an XOR operation [5] . The transformations involved in the key expansion use operations like substitution (Sub Bytes), shift and XOR, which are similar to that of AES transformations and therefore they are not discussed in detail. To apply the AES block cipher to encrypt data of more than one block (128-bits) modes of operation, have been defined. So, implementation of AES just won't make any sense unless the mode of implementation is mentioned. The most commonly used modes with AES are Electronic Code Book (ECB) mode, Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) mode, Output Feed Back (OFB) mode, Cipher Feed Back (CFB) mode and Counter (CTR) mode. ECB and CTR are known as non-feedback modes whereas CBC, CFB and OFB modes are known as feedback modes. In addition ECB and CBC are referred to as block cipher modes as they require the whole block before encryption and OFB, CFB and CTR are referred to as stream cipher modes as they don't require the whole block before encryption.
The encryption and decryption of satellite multispectral images have been implemented using a purpose-built software program written using the Java programming language. The AES encryption implementation is divided into core modules and feedback modules. The feedback modules consist of encryption and decryption routines for ECB, CBC, CFB, OFB and CTR modes. The Sun's Java API for JPEG images [10] is used for image encoding and decoding during the encryption and decryption process. The software is also designed in such a way that the fault can be randomly injected at any round, transformation, byte and bit level to simulate the SEU [1] . Fig. 2 shows a new mode, the Counter mode, which came into effect after the AES has been made as a standard. In CTR mode, a counter is encrypted to generate a key stream, which is then XO Red with the plain data to generate the cipher data. A property of CTR mode, which is different from the CBC, CFB and OFB modes, is that there is no feedback or chaining; therefore one can perform several encryptions in parallel. This is a significant advantage in high-performance applications [12] . It has been observed that SEU can propagate faults from one block to multiple blocks depending on the mode of operation. In case of ECB, CBC, CFB and CTR modes SEU corrupts one block of data whereas in case of the OFB mode it can propagate the faults to the whole data starting from the point where the SEU has occurred. Hence the CBC, CFB and CTR modes are suitable for use on board as they propagate faults to just one block.
It has also been observed that the faults occurring during transmission can propagate from one block to multiple blocks depending on the mode of operation. In case of ECB the faults propagate to one block, whereas in CBC and CFB modes the faults can propagate to two blocks. In contrast, in OFB and CTR modes, only a single bit in the plain data is affected and the error does not propagate to other parts of the message. So the transmission fault is not propagated. Based on this analysis, we conclude that the OFB and CTR modes are more suitable for noisy channels, because unlike other modes, cipher data bit transmission errors are not expanded in the received plain data. Table I summarizes the amount of data corrupted due to single bit faults during encryption and transmission.
III. A NOVEL MODEL TO DETECT AND CORRECT SINGLE EVENT UPSETS
Bit flip faults can occur during encryption as satellites operate in a harsh radiation environment and therefore any electronic systems used on-board, such as processors, memories etc., are very susceptible to faults induced by radiation. There is no exception for an encryption processor used on-board, which should be robust enough to faults in order to avoid transmission of corrupted data to ground. Most common and frequent radiation faults in satellite on-board electronics are single bit flips called SEUs [9] . SEUs are soft or temporary faults and correcting them can restore the normal operation of the device. A study measuring the fault propagation in one block of AES has reported that even a single fault during the encryption process can result in many faults in the final encrypted data and on average 50 of the bits in the final encrypted data block will be corrupted [8] . In this paper, we have extended the study in [8] a step further from fault propagation within a block to within multiple blocks as modes of operation involve multiple blocks during encryption.
As it can be seen from Table 1 the CTR mode prove to be the best choice for satellite applications as it achieves minimum fault propagation in both cases -during on-board encryption and during data transmission.
It has also been observed that the faults occurring during transmission can propagate from one block to multiple blocks depending on the mode of operation. In case of ECB the faults propagate to one block, whereas in CBC and CFB modes the faults can propagate to two blocks. In contrast, in OFB and CTR modes, only a single bit in the plain data is affected and the error does not propagate to other parts of the message. So the transmission fault is not propagated. Based on this analysis, we conclude that the OFB and CTR modes are more suitable for noisy channels, because unlike other modes, cipher data bit transmission errors are not expanded in the received plain data. The amount of data corrupted due to single bit faults during encryption and transmission for CRT mode is low.
Bit flip faults can occur in the satellite channels due to noise during transmission of encrypted data to ground. There are techniques like Forward Error Correction (FEC) in place to detect these faults and correct them. Using FEC technique extra bits are added to the data to allow the receiver to correct some errors without having to request a retransmission of data. The maximum fraction of errors that can be corrected is determined in advance by the design of the code, so different forward error correcting codes are suitable for different conditions [10] .
In the feedback modes the faults in one block can propagate to other blocks because of the feedback. We have investigated how a single bit fault occurring during encryption and during transmission can propagate to subsequent blocks. An elaborate study has been carried out to measure the fault propagation in the feedback modes in order to propose a suitable mode of encryption for satellite on-board use.
This section describes a new approach for error detection and correction (EDAC) for the AES algorithm. The proposed fault tolerant model is based on the Hamming Error correcting codes. The model provides fault detection and correction functionality in the data path of AES using the parity based Hamming error correcting code at byte level in each transformation of each round.
The fault tolerant model presented here is based on the Hamming code [12], [8] , the simplest of the available correcting codes. The Hamming code [12], [8] . detects and corrects a single-bit fault in a byte and it is a good choice for satellite applications, as most frequently occurring faults in on-board electronics of the faults are single bit flips induced by radiation. However, the correction model can be extended to correct multiple bit faults by using sophisticated codes like
The proposed new approach to fault detection and correction is based on predicting the Hamming code at the end of each transformation from the pre-calculated Hamming code tables. The Hamming code bits of each byte of the S-Box look-up table (S RD ), (S RD @{02}) and(S RD @{03)) are pre-calculated and stored in the form of a memory table, which is referred to as Hamming code memory. The symbol 0 represents multiplication in Galois filed. The pre-calculated Hamming code tables, which are referred to as h RD ,h 2RD ,h 3RD . As it can be seen from the expressions below h RD is the Hamming code of the S-Box look-up table (S RD ), h 2RD is the Hamming code of (S RD @{02}) and h 3Ro is the Hamming code of (S RO @{03}).
where [a] represents the state byte. The procedure to derive the h RDt h 2RD , h 3Ro tables is described by taking one data byte as an example. Let a is a state byte represented by bits (b 7 , b 6 ,
The Hamming code of the state byte a is a four bit party code, represented by bits (P 3 , P 2 , P 1 , P 0 ), which are derived as follows:
The Hamming code matrix of SubBytes transformation is predicted by referring to the h RD table. The Hamming code matrix prediction for ShiftRows involves simple cyclic rotation of SubByte Hamming code bits. The Hamming code matrix for MixColumns is predicted with the help of h RD ,h 2RD , and h 3Ro parity tables and it can be expressed by the equations below:
As shown in Fig. 3 , for each transformation, the Hamming code is predicted using the input state to the transformation by referring to Hamming code memory and also the Hamming code is calculated from the output of the transformation. The predicted and calculated Hamming codes are compared to detect and correct the fault as discussed below [12] .
Let the predicted Hamming code bits of transformation input be represented by (x 3 , x 2 , x 1 , x 0 ) and the calculated Hamming code of transformation output be represented by(y 3 , y 2 , y 1 , y 0 ) The location of the faulty bit is detected by comparing the predicted and calculated Hamming codes following the bit match patterns in Table II . Once the faulty bit position is identified the fault correction is performed by simply flipping that bit. The encryption is then continued without any interruption to the encryption process. The AES fault tolerant model was verified using a purpose-built software simulator written in the JAVA programming language. The model is tested through injecting faults randomly at different round, transformation, byte and bit levels [7] . The model was tested extensively using the Known Answer Test (KAT) and Monte Carlo Test (MCT) vectors described by NIST [8] , [12] . The testing has shown that the software simulator is able to detect and correct all the faults up to bit level as expected using the Hamming codes [8] , [12] .
In CTR mode either the SEU fault or the transmission fault propagates to only one block as in ECB mode as there is no feedback here to propagate the faults. The SEU during encryption corrupts one complete block whereas transmission fault corrupts the corresponding single bit in the data.
The architecture of the AES data path is a round implementation with look-up tables, where each round is computed within a single clock cycle. Currently, the system computes only AES with 128-bits of key, mainly to keep the key expansion schedule simple. A multiplexer controls the final output, setting the output to a null value until the final round is completed. The FPGA utilization, power and maximum frequency of operation are measured and tabulated in Table III 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
Advantages and disadvantages of Popular modes of AES such as ECB, CBC, OFB, CFB and CTR have been been compared. SEUs are the most common faults that occur on-board due to radiation. The impact of SEU faults occurring during on-board encryption has been analyzed. In addition, an analysis of faults that occur during transmission due to noise has been carried out, as satellite channels are very noisy. The CTR mode has been recommended as the optimum choice for satellite applications. Since none of the AES modes are free from faults, error detection and correction is very important in satellites in order to prevent faulty data transmissions.
In this paper our proposed model for fault detection and correction of a single bit fault in AES is illustrated using the Hamming code. Also FPGA implementation is carried out to calculate the area overhead of the proposed fault correction model. The FPGA hardware overhead is 38.25% and power overhead is 136%. Although high, this overhead is far less than the triple modular redundancy technique. The model can be extended for detection and correction of multiple bit faults by using sophisticated error correction codes such as modified Hamming code, Reed-Solomon codes etc. The fault detection and correction model targets the satellite application domain, however it can also be used in other areas of industry that deal with harsh radiation environments such as unmanned aerial vehicles and aeronautical, medical, military, underwater and offshore, nuclear industry etc. 
